
 

FOR ALL ILLINOIS INSURANCE LICENSE EXAMS ON OR AFTER 1/116 

 

HEALTH INSURANCE PRE-LICENSING 

PEARSON VUE 2016 CONTENT OUTLINE CHANGES 

PART ONE – GENERAL – 50 TOTAL QUESTIONS 

NOTE THE FOLLOWING 2016 CHANGES TO THE MATERIALS IN YOUR 

HEALTH BOOK FROM CLASS IN 2015: 

PAGE 13: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

C. MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE 

 

DELETE 

7.) Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs)  

PAGE 14: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

C. MEDICAL EXPENSE INSURANCE 

 

DELETE 

9.) Stop Loss 
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PAGE 14 

REVISED 2016 DOLLAR LIMITS FOR 

 
8.) High Deductible Health Plan (HDHP)  

 and Related Health Savings Accounts (HSA’s) 
 

Currently (2016) the plans are all similar in the fact that HDHPs have deductibles that range  $1,300 and 
$6,550 for singles, and between from $2,600 and $13,100 for families. Once an HDHP insurance policy has 

become effective, the funding of the Health Savings Account may commence. Annual Contribution Levels for 
2016 HSAs:   
 

 ● Maximum annual HSA contribution for an eligible individual with self-only coverage is  

 $3,350; 
 ● Family coverage the maximum HSA contribution is $6,750. These range of limits for  

 and contribution levels can change from year to year so consult your carrier or   
 account for specific details for any given tax year).  

 ●In addition, there is a “catch-up” contribution provision for HSA account holders  
  age 55 and older of $1,000 per year (added to single or family limits, above)  
 

 

PAGE 17 -18: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

E. GROUP INSURANCE. 

DELETE 

1.) Group Conversion 

3) General Concepts 

5.) HIPAA 
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PAGE 17 -18: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

E. GROUP INSURANCE. 

 

REVISED TEXT REPLACING THE ABOVE DELETIONS: 

1.) Differences Between Individual and Group Contracts 
 
Standard policy provisions for individual health policies do not apply to groups and insurance companies allow 

greater variety of benefits under the group contract. However, group health policies cost substantially 

more than individual health contracts. 
 

Group health and individual coverage is designed to cover accident and illness incurred while away from 

the job (referred to as “non-occupational” coverage) since most work related accident or illness is covered 
under workers compensation (called “occupational” coverage) laws.  

 
Several other differences between Group vs. individual health policies are: 

 
● In a group plan there is only one contract and it is controlled by the group, the individual holds no direct 
contract with the insurer. 

● If the employee switches employment the group policy does not go with them to the next job whereas an 
employee with an individual policy takes the policy with them no matter where they work. 

● In a group plan the premium cost is either covered entirely by the employer or the employee splits the cost 
with the employer on some basis, 
● With a group plan the employer selects the coverage whereas the individual chooses their own coverage.  
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PAGE 17 -18: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

E. GROUP INSURANCE. 

 

REVISED TEXT REPLACING THE ABOVE DELETIONS:   (continued) 
 
 

 
2.) General Characteristics 
 

Currently a majority of health insurance in America is written on a group basis  (as opposed to disability 

income contracts which are mostly individually owned). Basic characteristics of group health insurance 

include: 
 

   Many people are covered by ONE (Master) POLICY - employees are "enrolled" into the plan. 
   Groups consist of some minimum number of individuals. (two or  more) 
  The purchase of group insurance must be incidental to the purpose for which the group was formed. 

(You cannot just form a company with the basic intent of being eligible to buy a group health policy).  
 

►  If an employer pays all of the cost, then 100% of the employees are covered.  This is a non-contributory 
plan and the employer makes all policy choice and coverage decisions 
 

►  If the employee pays any percentage of the premium, then 75% of all eligible employees must agree to 
participation in the plan or it cannot be written.  This is a contributory plan, because the employees are 

contributing toward some (or all) of the cost, they therefore have a voice in the actual plan selected. 
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PAGE 21: 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

G. OTHER POLICIES 

 

REPLACES SECTION TITLE OF:  G) Limited Benefit Plans 

 

ADD THESE TWO ADDITIONAL OTHER POLICIES TO THE PREVIOUS SIX OTHER POLICIES: 

 

7.) Short Term Medical  
 
Short Term Medical policies are temporary health insurance policies that range in coverage from 30 days to 

one year of coverage. Many insureds purchase these policies for catastrophic disease coverage while waiting to 
enroll in another plan. Short-term medical policies are usually issued very quickly and may contain pre-

existing conditions. In addition, a person may be declined for coverage and there may be a maximum limit 
the insurer will pay towards claims during the policy period. 
 

8) Accident 
 

Accident insurance policies cover benefits for an insured that suffers unexpected, unintended medical loss. The 
benefits under accident insurance may include such benefits as emergency room cost, hospital stays, and 
medical exams.  Generally benefits are paid directly to the insured by the carrier however, settlement 

options, amounts, and limits may vary across insurers. Accident does not include sickness or illness. 
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PAGE 22-23  

II. POLICY PROVISIONS, CLAUSES AND RIDERS 

 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

A. Mandatory provisions AND 

B)   Optional Provisions (NAIC)  
 

HAVE BEEN MERGED INTO A SINGLE OUTLINE HEADING, AS FOLLOWS: 

 

A)   Mandatory and Optional Provisions (NAIC) 
 

NOTE FOLLOWING CHANGE: 

MISSTATEMENT OF AGE   IS NO LONGER A MANDATORY CLAUSE ON THE CONENT 

OUTLINE AND IS NOW AN OPTIONAL PROVISIONS 

DELETE 

  Intoxicants and Narcotics 

 

ADD THE NEW FOLLOWING OPTIONAL PROVISION: 

Relation of Earning to Insurance  – is a clause commonly found in Guaranteed Renewable and 

Non-cancelable disability insurance policies. While disability income insurance will pay benefits for prolonged 
injury and/or illness, the relation of earning to insurance clause states that no insured shall receive benefit 

amounts that are greater than their actual earnings. If the policy pays more benefits than the insured’s 
actual income, the policy benefits shall be adjusted in accordance to the relation of earning to insurance 

clause. This type of clause prevents over-insurance and reinforces the principle of indemnity when suffering a 
covered loss.  
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PAGE 26 

II. POLICY PROVISIONS, CLAUSES AND RIDERS 

 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

C. OTHER PROVISIONS AND CLAUSES 

 

DELETE 

9.) Recurrent Disability 

 

 

PAGE 29 

II. POLICY PROVISIONS, CLAUSES AND RIDERS 

 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

D. RIDERS 

DELETE 

3.)  Multiple Indemnity Rider 
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PAGE 29-30 

II. POLICY PROVISIONS, CLAUSES AND RIDERS 

 

I. TYPES OF POLICIES  

 

E. RIGHTS OF RENEWABILITY 

DELETE 

4.) Conditionally Renewable  

 
5.) Optionally Renewable  

 

6.) Period of Time for Renewal  

 

 

 

PAGE 31 

III. SOCIAL INSURANCE 

 

DELETE 

 

1.) Primary, Secondary Payor 
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WE HAVE REVISED THE MEDICARE SECTION OF SOCIAL 

INSURANCE (PAGES 31-33 IN YOUR BOOK). AND IT HAS ALL 2016 

DOLLAR AMOUNT UPDATES.   

THE MEDICARE REVISIONS AND UPDATED TEXT FOLLOWS ON 

SUPPLEMENT PAGES 9-12, BELOW: 

Medicare – is a federally based medical expense program for people who are 65 or older regardless of 

whether or not they are currently employment.  In addition, people UNDER 65 can qualify for Medicare if  
 

• they are suffering end-stage kidney (renal) failure or  
• they have been collecting Social Security Disability benefits for at least two years. 

• they have Lou Gehrig’s Disease (ALS -Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis) 
 

OVERVIEW: Medicare has four parts: 

PART A -Hospital care (automatic, premium free) 
 

PART B - Physician and supplemental coverage  (insured must pay a monthly premium, this is 
optional coverage 
 

PART C – Medicare Advantage (does not include Parts A & B, above) 
 

PART D – Prescription drugs 
 

As mentioned earlier, many private insurers offer Medicare supplements , commonly known as Medigap 
policies. Enrollment for Medigap policies is six months after an individual first signs up for Part B. A 

Medicare qualified individual CANNOT purchase a supplement policy UNLESS they have enrolled in Part 

B, which is optional and requires a premium payment by the insured.  ALL Medigap policies have a 30 day 

free look period.  {Also refer to MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS in Section I, ABOVE for the TEN standardized 
supplements offered for sale}.  

 

A) Medicare Parts A, B, C, D 

 Medicare Part A - Hospital Insurance covers, with deductible, the following: (please note the daily 

deductible can change annually for inflation and the following figures are based off 2016 limits).  The amount is 

not important but rather understanding the concept that significant amounts of money can be owed by insureds 
is the main point). Part A is considered to be “premium free” if the recipient is fully insured under social 

security (40 quarters) and receiving benefits, while all other parts are optional. 

Enrollees age 65 and over who have fewer than 40 quarters of coverage and certain persons with disabilities 
pay a monthly premium in order to receive coverage under Part A. Individuals with 30-39 quarters of 

coverage may buy into Part A at a reduced monthly premium rate, which is $226.00 in 2016, a $2.00 increase 
from 2015. Those with less than 30 quarters of coverage pay the full premium of $411.00 a month, a $4.00 
increase from 2015. 
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The Coverages of Part A include: 

 Hospital Care - all covered services for 60 days except in-hospital deductible charge ($1,288- due 

for each benefit period).  After 60 and up to 90 days the daily deductible amount is $322 and for the 
91st day and thereafter $644 is charged daily to the insured (up to day 150 when all Medicare Part A 
lifetime days are exhausted and a supplement covers hospital charges after this limit is reached). 

 Inpatient skilled nursing facility care as medically necessary; all covered expenses first 20 days , then 
next 80 days with a $161.00 daily deductible. (After 100 days, Medicare no longer pays for nursing 

home expenses). This does NOT cover custodial or long term care. 

 Home health visits for services such as intermittent skilled nursing care, physical therapy, speech-

language pathology services, continued occupational services, etc. 

 Hospice Care, which is making terminally ill patients more comfortable in the last few days of life 

with pain medications, is also covered. 

 

 Part B - Medical Insurance.  Part B helps to pay the doctor bill, home health service, psychiatric care 

and other medical and health services.  A deductible is paid ($166 for 2016) and then cost is split 

80% - 20%, and that 20% does not end (expenses that are “medically necessary”). Part B will also cover 

“preventative services (i.e. flu prevention).  Unlike Part A, Part B coverage is not mandatory although most 
people covered under Plan A also have Part B coverage (an additional premium is charged by the government). 

The insured must have Part A to receive Part B coverage.  

The insured under Part A must opt for Part B, which requires the insured to pay a monthly premium –to 

be eligible to purchase a Medicare Supplement Policy. In 2016 this monthly amount will remain at $104.90 

for insureds who have the premium deducted directly from their social security checks since there is no cost of 
living increase in 2016 for social security (about 70% of all insureds). Remaining insureds will experience an 
increased monthly cost totaling $121.80 (it would have been $159 but the government took a bridge loan to 

keep the premium lower for a year).  

Part B covers certain drugs, like injections you get in a doctor’s office, certain oral cancer drugs, and drugs 
used with some types of durable medical equipment—like a nebulizer or external infusion pump. Under very 

limited circumstances, Part B covers certain drugs given in a hospital outpatient setting. The insured pays 20% 
of the Medicare-approved amount for these covered drugs. Part B also covers the flu and pneumococcal shots. 

Generally, Medicare drug plans cover other vaccines, like the shingles vaccine, needed to prevent illness. 

 
There are five tiers of premium cost based on the insured income level, this lowest tier is less than $85,000 

income (the cost cited in the previous paragraph) while the highest tier level is $214,000 at which level the 
monthly cost of Part B is $389.80. For married and filing jointly taxpayers, double the income levels shown 

above. 
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 Medicare Part C - If a senior has Medicare Parts A and/or B (or has just become eligible to enroll in 

Medicare), they can instead join a Medicare Advantage plan. The senior insured who selects a Part C plan is 

covered through a local geographic provider network (HMO or PPO typically) that has been approved by 
Medicare and is therefore opting out of Parts A and B. 

With the Part C choice, a Medigap policy is not used and it is illegal to try and sell a Medigap policy to an 

insured in a Medicare Advantage plan.  Medicare Advantage plans charge a monthly fee in which all 

normal Part A and Part B benefits are covered without requiring deductibles or copayments. Medicare 

Advantage plans include:  

  Medicare managed care plans;  

  Medicare preferred provider organization (PPO) plans;  
  Medicare private fee-for-service plans; and  

  Medicare specialty plans.  
 

If a senior decides to join a Medicare Advantage plan, they will use the health card that they get from their 
Medicare Advantage plan provider for their health care. Most Advantage plans also offer Medicare Part D 

but if they do not, Part D is also available to the insured opting for a Part C plan. 

 Medicare Part D- Begun on January 1, 2006 this is the federal government’s plan to provide 

prescription drug benefits to those who qualify for either Medicare Part A (hospital expenses) and/or Part B 

(medical and related expenses). Every eligible Senior citizen must choose from privately run drug plans, each 

with its own list of covered drugs, designed to fit individual budgets and prescription drug needs. Each plan 

can vary in cost and drugs covered. 

Medicare drug plans are offered by insurance companies and other private companies approved by Medicare. 

Coverage is available 2 ways:  

1) Medicare Prescription Drug Plans (sometimes called “PDPs”) add prescription drug coverage to Original 

Medicare, some Medicare Private Fee-for-Service (PFFS) Plans, some Medicare Cost Plans, and Medicare 
Medical Savings Account (MSA) Plans.  

 

2) Medicare Advantage Plans (like HMOs or PPOs) or other Medicare health plans offer prescription drug 
coverage. You generally get all of your Medicare Part A (Hospital Insurance), Medicare Part B (Medical 

Insurance), and Part D through these plans. Medicare Advantage Plans with prescription drug coverage are 
sometimes called “MA-PDs.”  

 

■ Monthly premium. The premium for Part D is paid in addition to the Part B premium. In a Medicare 
Advantage Plan (like an HMO or PPO) or a Medicare Cost Plan that includes Medicare drug coverage, the 

monthly premium may include an amount for drug coverage. 
 

Higher income insureds pay a higher monthly premium based on their income. Extra charges above the 
premium cost are applied starting where modified adjusted gross income is more than $85,000 (individuals and 
married individuals filing separately) or $170,000 (married individuals filing jointly). This is called (IRMAA) - 

income-related monthly adjustment amount´ which approximately ranges from about forty cents to more 
than two dollars per day, based on income.  
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■ Coverage. Medicare drug plans cover generic and brand-name drugs. All plans must cover the same 
categories of drugs, but generally plans can choose which specific drugs are covered in each drug category.  
 

■ Cost.  Plans have different monthly premiums. The amount paid for each prescription depends on which 

plan is chosen by the insured. Recipients with limited income and resources may qualify for Extra Help from 

Medicare with paying for drug plan costs.  
 

Copayments or coinsurance for prescriptions is paid after the deductible has been met by the insured. The 
insured pays their share and the plan pays its share for covered drugs. Usually, the amount paid for a covered 

prescription is for a one-month supply of a drug. However, the insured may request less than a one-month 
supply for most types of drugs. 

 
Each plan may cover different drugs, so there’s no single formulary (drug list) that fits all plans. All Medicare 

drug plans must make sure the people in their plan can get medically necessary drugs to treat their 

conditions. 
 

The “coverage gap” (known as the “donut hole”) is reached after the insured has spent a certain amount 

of money for covered drugs. Once in the coverage gap, the insured pays more out- of-pocket costs drugs up to a 
specified limit. Not everyone will reach the coverage gap. Costs like the yearly deductible, coinsurance or 

copayments, and amounts paid in the coverage gap all count toward this out-of-pocket limit. The amount the 
insured is required to pay in the coverage gap will shrink by the year 2020 to a maximum of 25% of the cost of 
the drugs. 

 
Once the insured spends $4,850 for out-of-pocket in 2016 they are out of the coverage gap. Once out of the 

coverage gap of Medicare prescription drug coverage the inured automatically gets “catastrophic coverage." 

It assures the insured is only required to pay only a small coinsurance amount or copayment for covered 

drugs for the rest of the year. 
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PAGE 47 

 

V. FIELD UNDERWRITING PROCEDURES  

H.) Contract Law   

4.) Unique Aspects of the Health Contract- 

 

 

ADD 

d.) ALEATORY - means unequal consideration through an element of chance that one party may receive 

more in value than given. i.e., the premium is much less than the company agrees to pay in the event 

of loss. 
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HEALTH INSURANCE PRE-LICENSING 

PEARSON VUE 2016 CONTENT OUTLINE CHANGES 

PART TWO – ILLINOIS LAW – 39 TOTAL QUESTIONS 

I) ILLINOIS STATUTES AND REGULATIONS  
COMMON TO ALL LINES 

B) LICENSE AND REGISTRATION 

PAGES 59-60 

4) License Suspension, Revocation or Denial (Ref. 5/500-70) 

AN ADDITIONAL CAUSE FOR REVOCATION, SUSPENSION OR DENIAL F LICENSE HAS BEEN 

ADDED TO THE 15 EXISTING CAUSES, AS FOLLOWS: 

16)    Failing to comply with any provision of the Viatical Settlements Act of 2009. 

 

 

PAGE 75 

II) ILLINOIS LAW: ACCIDENT & HEALTH LAW SPECIFIC 
 

DELETE  (ENTIRE SECTION) 

D) Pre-Existing Illness (Ref. REG 2005  (1-2 Questions) 
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PAGE 75-76 

E) Minimum Standards for Individual Policies (Ref. REG 2007)   

2) Definitions 

ADD: 

● "Grandfathered Health Plan" means any group health plan or health insurance coverage in which an 

individual was enrolled on the date of the enactment of the ACA. 
 

PAGE 77 

E) Minimum Standards for Individual Policies (Ref. REG 2007)   

4) Minimum Benefit Standards 

ADD: 

 Preexisting condition exclusions are only allowed with respect to excepted benefits  and grandfathered 

health plans. When a definition of preexisting conditions is required it may be summarized in the appropriate 

policy provision by a definition reading substantially as follows: 
 

"A preexisting illness (condition) means 1) Any condition that was diagnosed or treated by a physician 

within 24 months prior to the effective date of the coverage, or 2) produced symptoms within 12 months 

prior to the effective date of coverage that would have caused an ordinarily prudent person to seek 

medical diagnosis or treatment." 

 

 

PAGE 82 

 

G) Unfair Practices (Ref. 364)   (0-1 Question) AND 
 

H) Life and Health Guarantee Association (Ref. 5/531.01 - 5/531.19    
               (0-1 Question) 
 

INCREASE EACH FROM (0-1 Question) TO (1-2 Questions) 


